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The AMSU-A receiver subsystem comprises two separated receiver assemblies;
AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2 (P/N 1356441-1). The AMSU-A1 receiver contains 13
channels and the AMSU-A2 receiver 2 channels. The AMSU-A1 receiver assembly is
further divided into two parts; AMSU-AI-1 (P/N 1356429-1) and AMSU-A1-2
(P/N 1356409-1), which contain 9 and 4 channels, respectively. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the functional block diagrams of the AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2 receivers.
The AMSU-A receiver subsystem stands in between the antenna and signal processing
subsystems of the AMSU-A instrument and comprises the RF and IF components from
RF isolators to IF attenuators as shown in Figures 1 and 2. It receives the RF signals
from the antenna subsystem, down-converts the RF signals to IF signals, amplifies and
defines the IF signals to proper power level and frequency bandwidth as specified for
each channel, and inputs the IF signals to the signal processing subsystem.
The test reports for the METSAT AMSU-A receiver subsystem are prepared separately
for the A 1 and A2 receivers so that each receiver stands alone during integration of
instruments into the spacecraft. This test report presents the test data of the METSAT
AMSU-A2 Flight Model No. 4 (FM-4) receiver. The tests are performed per the
Acceptance Test Procedure for the AMSU-A Receiver Subsystem, AE-26002/6A. The
functional performance tests are conducted either at the component or subsystem level.
While the component-level tests are performed over the entire operating temperature
range predicted by thermal analysis, the subsystem-level tests are conducted at ambient
temperature only.
2.0 REASON FOR TEST
The Acceptance Test Procedure for the AMSU-A Receiver Subsystem, AE-26002/6A,
is prepared to describe in detail the configuration of the test setups and how the tests are
to be conducted to verify that the receiver subsystem meets the specifications as required
either in the AMSU-A Instrument Performance and Operation Specification, S-480-80, or
in AMSU-A Receiver Subsystem Specification, AE-26608, derived by the Aerojet
System Engineering. Test results that verify the conformance to the specifications
demonstrates the acceptability of that particular receiver.
3.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST
The acceptance tests for the AMSU-A receiver subsystem are performed either at the
component or subsystem level. The component-level tests are conducted per the
Acceptance Test Procedure of each component at supplier's facilities. The subsystem-
level tests are conducted per the Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP), AE-26002/6A at
Aerojet Azusa facility.
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The component-level tests include the center frequency, center frequency stability,
bandpass characteristics, gain stability, and gain compression. Although the bandpass
characteristics can change slightly in subsystem level, these performances are mainly
dependent on the component characteristics. The subsystem-level tests include the
center frequency, IF output power, bandpass characteristics, noise figure, noise power
stability, and the tunable short test (for Protoflight Model only).
The subsystem-level tests are performed on the AMSU-A2 receiver. However, since
the diplexer of the AMSU-A2 system is inseparably integrated to the receiver, the
acceptance tests are conducted with the feedhorn directly connected to the diplexer that
precedes the receiver. These tests are performed at room ambient temperature only.
Wire connections between the D-sub connectors and platinum resistance temperature
(PRT) sensors and thermistors, and D-sub connector and survival heaters through the
thermal sx_itches are verified by measuring either the resistances between the respective
two pins or the voltages across the two respective pins. The component bias voltages are
verified by measuring the voltages across the two respective banana jacks of the breakout
box that are connected to corresponding pins of the D-sub connector.
The subsystem-level tests went smoothly except an error in the LO power adjustment
for the channel 1 mixer/IF amplifier (P/N: 1331562-11, S/N: 7A41). While the
performance of the unit was optimized at +7dBm at the component level, the LO power
level of the mixer was already set at +10.5dBm as nominally applied to the mixers in
previous receivers, resulting in higher noise figure of 5.3dB against the specification of
4.5dB. When the LO power of the mixer was reduced to +7dBm, the noise figure of the
channel was improved to 4.27dB.
The tunable short tests were not performed as they were performed on previous EOS
AMSU-A2 receiver.
4.0 ORGANIZATION OF TEST DATA
The test data are organized in the following formats. The test data obtained at the
component level are first summarized for each category for all applicable receiver
channels. The bandpass characteristics of the filters are summarized only for the data
measured at mid-temperature. Supporting component test data over the operating
temperature range then follows the summaries. The subsystem-level test data then
follows the component test data. Test data recorded in the test sheet as prepared in the
Acceptance Test Procedure and related data plots are included in this test report.
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5.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The METSAT AMSU-A2 FM-4 receiver subsystem successfully passed all
performance requirements and was delivered to the System Engineering for system
integration and test. The test data indicated adequate margins for all performance
specifications.
6.0 TEST DATA
In the following, the component and subsystem-level test data are organized as



























































TEST DATA SHEET 7.2
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET ____ FINAL DATA SET .,t-
 l&o4 cF




Basic Electrical Test: Ref. Test Para. 5.2.2
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tnom -4-1°C LIMIT
Measurement at Vop=10 VDC
Temperature 18 °C
Input Voltage [ 0 VDC
Input Current g _'.1 mA
Input Power, Pdiss _). _ 5"I W DC
Frequency, fTnom ¢ _-_._0050 GHz
RF Output Power, PT,om I1. Q dBm
Frequency Setting Accuracy, /9.5 MHz
Afs (= fT,om-Fo)
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.3
Measurement at 9.5 VDC orat e_.5 VDC
Temperature I_ °C
Input Voltage _ .5" VDC
Input Current 45. J mA
Frequency, fracas ,_-3._5005"0 GHz
RF Output Power, Pm_ I__. q dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Measurement at 10.5 VDCorat I0'5- VDC
Temperature [ B °C
Input Voltage 10.2 VDC
Input Current _;5-t mA
Frequency, fme_ dS_O0 973 GHz
RF Output Power, Pmeas ( ,_._ dBm
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fm_- fT,om,
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at cl,_;" VDC =
Afv at 10.5 VDC orat Io.ff VDC =
Calculate RF Output Power Variation. APv = Pmeas - PTnom,
APv at 9.5 VDC or at _. _" VDC =





Test Performed by __'x Date q-17-q 8
:_:. .Z_'J
._.._ _, .7
56348 m 1300823 B3






TEST DATA SHEET 7.3
- FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET _ FINAL DATA SET
J
LITTON TYPE LS K q _, o dr CF
SERIAL NUMBER: e,'-/o5-/ QUAL TEST N .f_,
AESD 1336610- ]
ACCEPT TEST f
Temperature Testing at T=10°C, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.1
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=10 ° --+-1*C LIMIT










; 0. aS'o W DC
3.8oo57 GHz
I-_. 5- dBm





12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.1
Measurement at 9.5 VDC or at 4-_" VDC
Temperature [ O oC
input Voltage *i. q? VDC
Input Current 6 t(. q mA
Frequency, fracas &_._OO 5_ GHz
RF Output Power, Pro,= 1_--5- dBm


















9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fracas- fl0*c: - c , /
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at _._" VDC = 0.01 MHz
Afv at10.5 VDC or at lo.F VDC= -(_.8_ MHz
Af T at I 0.0 VDC (=fl0*c -fTnom) = 0- 07 MHz
Calculate RF Output Power Variation. APv = Pme_s - Pl0*c::
AP v at 9.5 VDC or at _.ff VDC = _2_ dB
APv at 10.5 VDC or at t b-G- VDC = _ dB
APTat 10.0 VDC (=Pl0.c-PTnom) = 0. I dB
Accept /
Test Performed by U _ff-_"__] Date q - 17-q 8LittonQ.A. t "::7 2 9 _
Reject




__ TEST DATA SHEET 7.4
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET _/A FINAL DATA SET
l'
J
LITTON TYPE LS V--
SERIAL NUMBER:
_'GOq _F:: AESD 1336610- I
8 "70 5" 7 QUAL TEST IO/b ACCEPT TEST
! Temperature Extreme Testing at Train, Re£ Test Para. 5.2.5.2
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Train 4-1°C LIMIT











9 5. _,oo G__ GHz
1.9-.5 dBm
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output





RF Output Power, Pmeas








9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm













10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fracas - frmin:
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at 9-5 VDC=
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at t o. g VDC =
Afr at 10.0 VDC (=fTmi, "fV, om)
0.0 9._ MHz
8:bi MHz
t3. I 5/- MHz
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, AP v = Pmeas " PTmin:
APv at 9.5 VDC or at c_. ff VDC =
AP v at 10.5 VDC or at I O. 5" VDC =
APr at 10.0 VDC (=Prmin'PTnom) --
Accept
lest Performed by t/'hA---_
Litton Q.A. / -_ _ '_
!
t/_ Reject
Date _- I'7 - q
Date ;.: :. 2 _ :.':
i i i I




TEST DATA SHEET 7.5
- FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET hl/A FINAL DATA SET
/
f
LITTON TYPE LS l(
SERIAL NUMBER:
tic.0 or
8,'705 7 QUAL TEST M/_
AESD 1336610- I
ACCEPT TEST /
Temperature Testing at T=30°C, Re£ Test Para. 5.2.5.3
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=_,0 ° -l°C LIMIT











.2 _.'Tq fl'7 2.. GHz
I_._ dBm
30 ° 4- 1oC




12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.3










_.?, ."/of _[7,x- GHz
112.% dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm













10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Af v = fmc,s- f30*C:
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at c[.5- VDC =
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at 1 o.ff VDC =




Calculate RF Output Power Variation, AP v = Precis - P30*c::
AP v at 9.5 VDC or at c[ .if- VDC = Cj6'
,SPy at 10.5 VDC or at _ O.g VDC =





rest Performed by V'_)-.'_ _, Date t4_ t'7- _
Litton Q.A. k,-_._/_ Date .:4 :-. 2 5 :?.A
[CODEIDENTNO" ! SIZE i NUMBER i REV ISHEET 41_ 56348 A 1300823 B3






TEST DATA SHEET 7.6
- FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET t-I/A, FINAL DATA SET ,.../"
LITTON TYPE LS _ q_, o _ C:F
SERIAL NUMBER: 8"7 o5"7 QUAL TEST _,/_
AESD 1336610-
ACCEPT TEST J
Temperature Extreme Testing at Tmax, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.4
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tmax ± I°C























12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.4














9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm










.2 5.7q g7_3 GHz
L2,5 dBm
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Pare 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fm_= - frma_:
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at c_. b" VDC = _ MHz
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at [0. _" VDC = _- 6.0 _ MHz
Af T at 10.0V (=frm=_ "fTnorr0 = -- I ._ 8, MHz
Calculate RF Output Power Variation. APv = PmCas- PT.a_m; bLo_ VtO
AP v at 9.5 VDc or at _._ VDC= -- _ dB
APv at 10.5 VDC or at ( o. _ VDC = - 6' ) dB
AP T at I0.0 VDC (=Prma.x-Pvnon0 = -- 6. ! dB
rest Performed by
Litton Q.A.
"/=,-"AN_ Accept v/" Reject
V(_ff_ Date _-I"7- _
kx-_,,} Date " " : "')
ICODE1DEN'rNO" i SIZE t NUMBER56348 A 1300823 KEV SHEET 42 OF 68B3 ,
r T"T"T("_K'r /_¢'YfTY_TAT'E''I_T$I'T_I('YNT/'2'3_I (_I/'_¢"tTTqT / qAN[TA ("T ADA f"A OKflKA
LITTON
Solid State
LITTON TYPE LS K--
SERIAL NUMBER:
TEST DATA SHEET 7.7
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS S
INITIAL DATA SET KI/A FINAL DATA SET
c_r.=o_C_F AESD 1336610- [
_70_" 7 QUAL TEST 10,/A ACCEPT TEST /
power SuDply Immunity. Ref. Test Para. 5.2.4
$_P_i .Ca/.I .C,&Y.I.OM MEASUREMENT AT Tnom +l*C LIMIT
Initial Measurement
Temperature I _ °C
Input Voltage {D VDC
Input Current _ 5.0 mA
Input Power 6.6S o W DC
Frequency (from) _._ .gO0 _; 5 GHz
RF Output Power I.2. 3 dBm
Frequency Setting Accuracy, af s (= frno=-F,) : 0. ¢, S MHz
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Performance After Short Circuit on Power SuD01y: Ref Test Para 5.2.4.2
Input Voltage J 0 VDC
Input Current 6 9. o mA
Input Power 0, 6,_q'O W DC
Frequency _-_,. _ 0 _ 63 GHz
RF Output Power I._.. "_ dBm




12 to 17 dBm
Qver Voltage: RefTest Para 5.2.4.3
Overvoltage Input Voltage .,7?,8 VDC +28V
Performance After InDut Overvoltage
Input Voltage { 0 VDC
Input Current d 5". c3 mA
Input Power _. 6 5 o W DC
Frequency .9,5. _00 6o GHz
RF Output Power 1_.. _ dBm




12 to 17 dBm
Reverse Polarity; RefTest Para 5.2.4.4
Reverse Input Voltage -- 113 VDC. -10.0 + 0.2 VDC






Frequency Setting Accuracy, Afs (= fT,o=-F°)
Test Performed by 14kJ (_ _ "
Litton Q.A. , - ,'






! .%. _ dBm
0. _;S" MHz
Accept )"" ReJect
Date Ar_-.,, I'_ --.__._









12 to 17 dBm
i
T TT"I"('%'NT / _/"%T T'i"_ _T A TE" T'%TX}'T_TI"'%'NT / "_'fll_ 1 ("%T I"_I'hq"_'T '' _T I ¢_ A %,TT A ("'T A D A
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.23B
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET 1o/A FINAL DATA SET
/
J
LITrON TYPE LS V---
SERIAL NUMBER: QUAL TEST
AESD 1336610- I
ACCEPT TEST ,..,I
Frequency Pulling and Load VSWR 2.5:1 max. all phases. RefTest Para. 5.9
TEST DESCRIPTION
Output Open and Short. Ref. Test Para. 5.9.5
Temperature .2 3 *C
Frequency: :_5./3 Ot_o_GHz
RF Output Power: I_-._ clBm
Input Voltage I o VDC




12 to 17 dBm
10 4- 0.2 VDC
Table IIIB
No Damage or Degradation
-'alculate maximum Frequency Accuracy (both positive and negative),
zXf=c= Af s (Use worst-case Af s from 7.2, 7.7, and 7.22A) + AfH (from 7.22A) + Af L (from 7.23A):
Maximum At'a= = i3. _'8 MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
- o. I_ MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum Short-term Frequency Stability (both positive and negative),
Afv+T = Afv + AfT (Use worst-case Af v and Af T from 7.2 thru 7.6): -_ :- :,_ _ -_, ,'
._.
' /_ _ _:_
Maximum Afv+ T = O. 0 _ MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
- _i'_ MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum overall RF Output Power Stability (both positive and negative),
APov = AP v + AP T (Use worst-case APv and APT from 7.2 thru 7.6) + AP H (from 7.22A) + APt. (from 7.23A):
_- I_ ,,d _ - ¢_ ,;
Maximum APov = _ dB (Positive) 1.0 dB
- d .)_ dB (Negative) -1.0 dB
Accept v"_ Reject
Test Performed by V 1,3 Date
Litton Q.A. t_ Date AP_ 2 2 _.22_
[CODEIDENTNG" I SIZE { NUMBER [ REV [SHEET 61 OF6856348 A 1300823 B3









TEST DATA SHEET 7.2
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET ____ FINAL DATA SET /
4(.- _a5 C_.F AESD 1336610-
QUAL TEST M/A-,, ACCEPT TEST0 tiC.
Basic Electrical Test; Ref. Test Para. 5.2.2
.,t,
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tnom --'--loC











!. %_g W DC
_1. tl-_[ 8p.. GHz
I g', _ dBm
I.g_- MHz
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and R.F Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.3
Measurement at 9.5 VDC or at c1.5 VDC
Temperature [ _ °C
Input Voltage _,_" VDC
_ut Current [ _. _; mA
• requency, fm_s _bq'ol "7_ GHz
RF Output Power, Pmeas [3". _ dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Measurement at 10.5 VDC or at i 0 .S" VDC
Temperature [ 8 °C
Input Voltage IO._ VDC
Input Current 13_. (_ mA
Frequency, f_ _l. t_-ol "7_ GHz
RF Output Power, Pmeas }E 6. dBm
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fm_- fTnom,
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at c_._c
Afv at 10.5 VDC or at to'q
VDC =
VDC =
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = P_ - PTaom,
APv at 9.5 VDC or at q._













Date HAY 2 _ '{998
NUMBER ] REV [SHEET 38 OF 681300823 B3
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION / 3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.3
FUNCTIONAL PEP._OILMANCE TESTS











Temperature Testing at T=10oC, Re£ Test Para. 5.2.5.1
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=I 0° -'-I°C












10 ° ± loc




12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.1













9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm












10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Af v = f_¢_ - f)o'c:
&fv at 9.5 VDC or at c[.S- VDC =
Afvat 10.5 VDC orat fo._- VDC =




Calculate RF Output Power Variation. APv = Pmc= - Plo'c::
&Pv at 9.5 VDC or at c[.S VDC =
APv at 10.5 VDC or at l o.5" VDC =






, :st Performed by VJ0 Date S= _.7 - q
' L,ltton Q.A. Date HAY 2 8 1998
Reject
[CODEIDENTNO" t SIZE 1 NUMBER [ REV ! SHEET 39 OF6856348 A 1300823 B3
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION / 3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.4
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS





_"/OF-& QUAL TEST D/_
AESD 1336610-
ACCEPT TEST ¢,-
Temperature Extreme Testing at Train, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.2
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Train -I*C L_T


















I2 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Pare 5.2.5.2










"SL q-o 3"/_" GHz
15.5" dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm













10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fm,_ - fr_i,:
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at q. if" VDC =
Z_'v at 10.5 VDC or at Ic_. F VDC =
_f-r at 10.0 VDC (=f'r_,-fT,om)
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, &Pv = Pmca_ - Pxmin:
_XPv at 9.5 VDC or at q._ VDC =
_kPv at 10.5 VDC or at 10._- VDC =













Jst Performed by Vrd Date _ - _-'7 - fl 8
Litton Q.A. Date HAY 2 8 1008
[CODEIDENTNO. i NUMBER REV56348 A 1300823 B3 SHEET 40 OF 68




LITTON TYPE LS A
SERIAL NUMBER:
TEST DATA SHEET 7.5
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET _/_ FINAL DATA SET v"
G35 _ AESD I336610-
_,70_(. QUAL TEST _/A ACCEPTTEST =/
Temperature Testing at T=30°C, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.3
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=30 ° :t:l*C LIMIT











3;.  ora4 GHz
I_. G dBm
30 ° 4- loc




12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref'. Test Para 5.2.5.3













9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm









BE. 4o l_ GHz
I-;'. _; dBm
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fro=s- f30"c:
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at el.g- VDC =
&fv at 10.5 VDC or at !o_ VDC =




Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = Pine= " P30*c::
APv at 9.5 VDC or at t_._- VDC =
APv at 10.5 VDC orat l¢3X" VDC = _/




i Test Performed by VKJ




Date H,_Y 2 8 I_
NUMBER [ REV [SHEET 41
1300823 I B3 I
OF 68
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION / 3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.6
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET IO/_, FINAL DATA SET
!
J
LITTON TYPE LS A
SERIAL NUMBER:
_5-70_& QUAL TEST _/A
AESD 1336610-
ACCEPT TEST ,,1/
Temperature Extreme Testing at Tmax, Ref. Test Pare. 5.2.5.4
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tmax -I°C LIMIT


















12 to 17 dBm
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.4













9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm












10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at q.
Afv at 10.5 VDC or at l o.C
AfT at 10.0V (=fTm-_x -frnom)






Calculate RF Output Power Variation. APv = Pmeas " PTnom:
APv at 9.5 VDC or at q. g" VDC = ¢ dB
AP v at 10.5 VDC or at Io.g" VDC = _ dB
AP T at 10.0 VDC (=PTm.x-PTnom) = e_ dB
Accept _ Reject
Test Performed by V tO_----------_ Date 6"-_'7 --q_
. it-ton Q.A. " _ Date MAY 2 _ 1998
]CODEIDENTNO. [SIZE56348 A NUMBERlJ008J_ ?" REV !SHEET42 OF68B3
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION / 3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
LITTON
Solid State
LITTON TYPE LS A
SERIAL NUMBER:
TEST DATA SHEET 7.7
FUNC'nONALPm FOR   CET STS
INITIAL DATA SET _/A FINAL DATA SET /
_35 _.F AESD 1336610-
ii*
-_ 7 r_'_ QUAL TEST IG/A ACCEPT TEST
Power Sunuly Immunity_. Ref. Test Para. 5.2.4
_P.££.IEI.¢KTI.O_ MEASUREMENT AT Tnom _-1°C LIMIT
Measurement
Temperature J B °C
Input Voltage [ O VDC
Input Current I_ ff_ mA
Input Power !" ?)5"=] W DC
Frequency (fT,,_) b I. ¢_rblL_ GHz
RF Output Power I_..'_ dBm






12 to 17 dBm
Performance After Short Circuit on Power Sut)uly: RefTest Para 52.4_2
Input Voltage . [ 0 VDC
Input Current t _ _ _, mA
Input Power I. a_g- _; W DC
Frequency _l.qol _L. GHz
RF Output Power I g'. 4 dBm




12 to 17 dBm
_er Voltage: RefTest Para 5.2.4.3
Overvoltage Input Voltage ,_-8 VDC +28V
Performance After InPut Overvoltag¢
Input Voltage [ 0 VDC
Input Current 15 E'. 8 mA
Input Power }. _5"_ W DC
Frequency _ |.dotal b--'6 GHz
ILF Output Power 1S. _ dBm




12 to 17 dBm
Reverse Polarity: RefTest Para 5.2.4,4
Reverse Input Voltage 10 VDC -IO.0±0.2VDC
Performance After Reverse Input Voltage
Input Voltage [ O VDC ! 0.0 + 0.2 VDC
Input Current 1_5".8 mA Table IIIB
Input Power l- _ _ W DC Pdiss max
Frequency, fTnom _1.@O_ _o GHz Table IIIB
KF Output Power _ .,g'.(, dBm 12 to 17 dBm
Frequency Setting Accuracy, Afs (= fT,,=-F,) ]. _ . MHz
Accept _ Reject
.est Performed by k/h3 Date 5 _ _,'7 .,. q
Litton Q.A. __ fl Date HAY 2 8 _9.e_
CODE IDENT NO. [ NUMBER REV [SHEET 43 OF 6856348 A 1300823 B3
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.23B
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
DATA SET M/tA FINAL DATA SETINITIAL v"
LITTON TYPE LS A
SERIAL NUMBER:
qg35cw
8 70 N _ QUAL TEST _/_




Output Open and Short. Re£ Test Para. 5.9.5
Temperature _ dr °C 24°C + 5°C
Frequency: 31. qolq o GHz , , Table IIIB
RF Output Power: I5. (, dBm 12 to 17 dBm
Input Voltage I O VDC 10 4- 0.2 VDC
Input Current: 135. _ mA Table IIIB
Results: _-- Acceptable No Damage or Degradation
Calculate maximum Frequency Accuracy Cobth positive and negative),
f.,cc = Afs (Use worst-case Afs from 7.2, 7.7, and 7.22A) + Af H (from 7.22A) + Af L (from 7.23A):
Maximum Aft= = 1. _ 5" MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
- 0. I_- MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum Short-term Frequency Stability (both positive and negative),
Afv+T = Afv + AfT (Use worst-case Af v and Af T from 7.2 thru 7.6):
Maximum Afv+ r = I. q ff MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
-- _. 13_ MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum overall RF Output Power Stability (both positive and negative),
APov = APv + APT (Use worst-case APv and AP T from 7.2 thru 7.6) + AP H (from 7.22A) + 62 L (from 7.23A):
Maximum APov = 0.4 I dB (Positive) 1.0 dB
_ 6 • 3o dB (Negative) -1.0 dB
Accept _ Reject
Test Performed by V. IG_ Date .5 - _ 8 - c[8
",.it-ton Q.A. (._O&) Date I_AY 2
8 199B
] CODEIDENTNO.56348 SIZE [ NUMBER [ P_EV SHEET 61 OF68A 1300823 B3








3 dB BANDWIDTH OF IF FILTERS
Channel No.
Specification (MHz)
3 dB bandwidth (MHz) *
fL- fH(MHz)
Measured (MHz)

















Mixer/Amplifier (P/N: 1331562-11, S/N: 7A41)
TEST DATA S_EET NO. 6. A_M_LIFIER TESTS






GAIN VERSUS VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.4
AMPLIFIEK GAIN SPEC.
VOLTAGE READING (dBm) AG/AV aO/,xV ACC REJ
: (@_.gb _ 70,_ 2.5" 1,o
#o.oo _ 70.&o
ro. o4 _ 7o. 70
AC_.,-v= o. zo dB
PAKTNO. 1331562- II 6;
SER NO. ___TESTED BY:
END DATE: _ - _'- ?_/






212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101















































TEST DATA SHEET NO. 7. AMPLIFIER TESTS
-,, GAIN VERSUS TEMPERATURE SEN81TIvfr_ TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.5
Nominal Temperature IRelative Gain
!
- (=, iGTt 71.,._2




* Perform the following calculations and record on the TDS
G-fi - G-flt +!
AG/AT - i- la,3.4 nG-r =
Ti- T_i
AG-rcrr_= z_Gv + AG'r + 0.4 = /,__C dB Spec 1.4dB ACC
PART NO. 1331562-II









DATE ACC REJ 6t_b,_ggRt'hlC,, "p_-
,, _ ._ /_/.
_-g-__Lg___:,\.@.)'_,A_, 3.z.,, r_.
Spacek Labs, Inc.
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 8. AM_PLIFIER TE_TS
OUTPUT 1.0 dB COMPRESSION POINT TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.6
DASH #
P2 OU_UT
II 12 13 14 15 16 I7 18 19 20 FREQ. COMP COMP.
(MI-Iz) (dBm) at+lO(dB m)
0.7X x XX x x X x 10 -7-..3 /
X 20
X X 50
X X XX XX X X 100 -2.,4 o.a
X 150 - z. _ o, _"










AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE AND TOTAL POWER TEST: A TP PARA GRAPH 5.1. 7
'1
DATE: _-_-qg" AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE °C:
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT OUTPUT AMPLIFIER
POWER POWER Y FACTOR NOISE
AMBIENT (dBm) (-77 K)(dBm) (dB) FIGURE (dB)
- zz.9 -2b.7 "3.8
Above data taken with Daden filter attached (except -19).
Intemediate test results for information only










212 F.. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 13. M/XER-AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY TESTS
NOISE FIGURE, TOTAL POWER AND CURRENT VS. TEMPERATURE TEST:
A TP PARA 5.4.8.
DATE:_- Z0-_'_4BIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE °C: -/-Z /
MIXER- MIXER- , SPEC.
AMP. AMP. MIXER- MIXER-
OUTPUT 01/rPUT AMP. AMP.
UUT POWER POWER Y / NOISE NOISE
TEMP LK3T (AMBIENT) (77DEG K) FACTOR FIGURE FIGURE
°C. CURRENT (dBm) (dBm) (dB) (dB) (dB) ACC RFA
q$,l -zz, zo -zq,/o /,_ Y,3 ?, v- _.}
9II _ z z.,,.td - -gq,.3d I, qO ,.,r,,r ,5,,.1-.,,k._../
• - w,_-:.i.
+ z 8 q.7, z. - z_, 7o --z 5'_o I, qo 3, 3 3 y- f_,." _.
qJ, S -z.z.,qo -z ,y,v
'.,'.,,'7-7..." "--
@Noise figure change O, i dB Spec is .5riB peak to peak on -20 AC REJ
NOTE: Above data to be taken with the Daden fiIter, except on the -19 unit.
NEtxT-NOISE POWER STABILITY TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.4.9
Date:_bient Room Temperature °C: _t.]
Attach computer generated NEAT spreadsheet to this test data sheet.
Record the calculated Nps(K) fi-om spreadsheet data: c3.0 g'O
Record ..N.ps(IQ _, O::_-for dash number from Aerojet. specification AE-24869, Table II.
Accept units if calculated Nps(K) is less than or equal to specified Nps(K), otherwise reject.
PARTNO. 1331562-I1 6









212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
5.4.14 Noise Power Profile

















Mixer/Amplifier (P/N: 1331562-12, S/N: 7A32)
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 6. AMPLIFIER TESTS
\
GA1N FLA TNESS TEST: A TP PARA GRAPH 5.1.3






GAIN VERSUS VOLTAGE SENSITMTY TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.4
AMPLIFIER GAIN SPEC.
VOLTAGE READING (dBm) AG/AV AG/AV ACC REJ
_.o -.(,K,°_"),,_q,?b 7a,7_
t o, a _ 70,_'0 _
/O ,OtJ 7 #,,_'q




END DATE: 6 - 5 - 7
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 7. AMPLIFIER TESTS
GAIN VERSUS TEMPERATURE SENS_ TEST: A TP PARAGRAPH £1.J










c A _ s u -i3_2..
* Perform the following calculations and record on the TDS
- C.TTi+I
AG/AT -- i= 1,2.3.4 AGT =
Ti - Ti+l
AG'ro'r_ = AG'v + AG'r + 0.4 = /_ 5"" dB Spec 1.4dB ACC
DATE ACC REJ
PART N0. 1331562- I_-E_ SPACEK QA







212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
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i I I II
TEsT DATA SKEET NO. 8. A1V_LIFIER TESTS
OUTPUT 1.0 dB COMPRESSION POINT TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.6
DASH #



































AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE AND TOT.A_L POWER TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.7
DATE: (, - 5-YT:(AM:BIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE °C: L "Z-_'*C_-
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT OUTPUT
POWER POWER Y FACTOR
AMBIENT (dBm) (-77K)(dBm) (dB)
•-2q.q ¢.1 z.7
• o





Intermediate test results for information only
PART NO. 1331562- IZ
SER NO. }A3 2.
TESTED BY:'_ _'_"-









212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
',,.j
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 13. MIXER-AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY TESTS
NOISE FIGURE, TOTAL POWER AND CURRENT VS. TEMPERATURE TEST:
ATP PARA 5.4.8.
DATE: _-Z q, qgAMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE °C: "/- 2..- /
MIXER- MIXER- , 8PE,C.
AMP. AMP. MIXER- h,fIXI_-
OUTPUT OUTPDT AMP. AMP.
UUT POWER POWER Y _ NOISE NOISE
TEMP UUT (AMBIENT) (77 DBG K) FACTOR FIGURE FIGURE
*C, CURRENT (dBm) (dBm) (dB) (dB) (_B) ._e.9.
"'il a,_
s "--,I¢¢ x,
+ f" q3, 5- -2y, oo - z q, q,f /, ¢.,U j, z __,L__,:, -" i
+z_ qY,7 - z3,zo - 2_;zo /. qo ,3.z _,2 ,,,.._-)::
2)*q6 #.7,_ -z_,6o -a,_,5-_ ./, qa _ 3.z " .,___
"_Noise figure change t"), ( dB Spec is .5rib peak to peak on -20 AC REJ
NOTE: Above data to be taken with the Daden filter, except on the -19 unit. _
REJ
NEAT-NOISE POWER STABILITY TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.4.9
Date: d'2J-7o °" Ambient Room Temperature °C: _2f"
Attach computer generated NEAT spreadsheet to this test data sheet.
Record the calculated NpsfIQ from spreadsheet data: /__, O,_;_"
Record NosfK) 0,,05i t" for dash number from Aerojet. specification AE-24869, Table H.
Accept units if calculated Nps(K) is less than or equal to specified Nps(K), otherwise reject.
PARTNO. 1331562- 12 t_




QA ,_SPAC_I_ _-_-__g__',$_. _-.
TEST FAILURE:
FAILURE ANALYSIS NO.
END TIME: /G oO
Spacek Labs, Inc.
212 E. Gutierrez SL
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
.5.4.14 Noise Power Profile
.i
Model No. : 1331562- /
Serial No.: V_






Vertical Scale: _ dB/div.
SO mb-zl_v.::




















* Specification in vacuum condition.






















Baseplat¢ Temperature ('I'B) _-3, ._ °C
Pdc(mW)
Required Pass/





o/..C_,7 /P ±0.008 ,3.3.2:a /9
2,100 31.400
/3S%7 _ _-o.oo8 3/, _o/ p
5,000 .28_a
Pass = P, Fail = F
Pan No.:
Scala/No.:
/3Z6 e V/- / Test Engineer:










































TEST DATA SHEET 6
































Pass = P, Fail = F
Part No.:
Serial No.:
/nsd L/.q/.. / Test Engineer: _I-'-_




TEST DATA SHEET 9












Baseplate Temperature (Tin) o_ _- _ °C
3. dB BW Frequency 3 dB BW Frequency
(MHz) " " (MHz)



























Test Engineer: ,/'_'/'/_ _: -.
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TEST DATA SHEET 12 (SheetI of4)

































-7g 7oi-_ , ooo/_
7£7:2_7 , o co /o_
_{.712.-q, ooo /7
_, _/7_7V ,ooc/7
,ooo_,o-19 _ o _ L7/Z[, , ooo/Y
,ooo_.I-19V, u -, (,729 _} ,ooo /4







Test En_neer: / /%z_,/_
,,j
A-39
TESTDATASHEET 12 (Sheet 3 of 4)
Noise Figure and Noise Power Stability Test Data ('Paragaph 3.5.4) (A2)
AE-26002/6B
10 June 1998














_ :, :¢ o,o i_,_._e: _¢';_'_O;_2 .,._"'_._._-_.:.--
Average
•_" ".1.¢.__.F-
gN',, k .._egAkf_L¢C.: ._'.'_ : :-
Delta Pass/Fail
Pass = P, Fail = F







































































































CH• I ,125.3 MHz MHz
NOISE FIGURE AVERAGE (dB) = 4.26797750tS4
NOISE POWER STABILITY (K) = .0494855036981
NOISE POWER STABILITY DELT_ (K) = .0771139279986
r',IPS_M_,X (K) = .09550154213 NPS_MiN (K) = .0183876141314
INTEGRI_TiON TIME = ,158
.AE-26002/6B
10 June 1998
TEST DATA SHEET, 12 (Sheet 2 of 4)
Noise Fi=_are and Noise Power Stability Test Data (Paragraph 3.5.4) (A.2)
















_ 3.o -, _8_o
.23,0 .:_/ TA


























TEST DATA SHEET 12 (Sheet 4 of 4)
Noise Figure and Noise Power Stability Test Data (Para_aph 3.5.4) (A2) t
' SignatutcJ























Pass = P, Fail = F
Part No.:.
Serial No.:







AI_SU-_2, S/'N" F@4, CH2, NF i_ NPS DATA, T8 = 25.7 C, 10121/98
SEQ TEMP_TEST TEST TEMP VOLTAGE
i WARM TEST 296.iS -.88288501
2 COLO TEST 79.15 -.EB431112
3 WARM TEST 296.IS -.88219801
4 COLD TEST 7S.IS -.56439313
5 WARM TEST 298.15 -.88171541
6 COLD TEST 79.15 -.SS411625
T WARM TEST 298.IS -.88186028
S COLD TEST 79.iS -.5S481455
9 WARM TEST 296.IS -.88148899
16 COLD TEST 79.15 -.59373968
II WARM TEST 298.15 -.88149773
12 COLO TEST 79.15 -.$9527214
13 WARM TEST 298.15 -.88124573
14 COLD TEST 79.!5 -.59341662
15 WARM TEST 298.15 -.88152986
15 COLD TEST 75.15 -.5S293577
17 WARM TEST 298.15 -.88133487
18 COLD TEST 79.tS -.$9391763
19 WARM TEST 296.18 -.88153157
20 COLD TEST 79.15 -.5640829T
STD_DEV NF (dB) NPS(K)
.600271 IS
@@02439i 3. 55866@48 .07959987
0_@=a70,
@@025584 3. 56495555 .05835055
00025949
0@@20587 3 565691 '_• _.i .05445363
00027855
• 00023252 3. 57385@49 .09058852
.0602S259
• 008253S9 3. 55227755 .03117418
•@0@281 i@




•@@¢,20273 3. 54983@36 .08@82976
._@026823
_@676 _ 12 3.-o_=,_./_ 075034l 7
•_@@24@48
• 0@@21343 3. 5677,7262 .04934157
CH. =_ ,79. ?_ MHz MHz
NOISE FIBURE ._VER_GE (dB)= 3.56522651874
NOISE POWER SThBILiTY (K> = .Oe_MA..u78=,3-°-_: _,
NOISE POWER STABILITY DELTA (K) = .0674430491Bl 4
NPS_MAX (K> = .098_17_51355 NPS_MtN (K) = .0311741759441
INTEGRATION TIME = .158
AE-26002/6B
10 June 1998
TEST DATA SHEET 18
Temperature Sensor and Thermistor Test Data (Paragraph 3.6.1) (A2) (
Test Setup Verifiecl:
Signature
Baseplate Temperature (TB) 02 =2.. _ *C
- : .... : • .
Reference Designation Specification Measured Value Pass/Fail
Rr19 2200±loo_ ,P,/ 6 g " /o
RT 20 2200 _ 100 n _ / 7 O n /0
RT13 22oo_loo_ ,,7,/ 6 ? _ /o
RT 14 2200 ± 100 t>
RT 17 2200 ± 1O0 f_ p
TB 58 3000 ± 100 _ _)_ 0 / 3 _ /O
TB 59 3000 ± I00 .q .3 C)0 2 _ /0
TB53 4.1-4.6V " /TZ, 3 (,/Z V p
Pass = P, Fail = F
Part No.:
Serial No.:





TEST DATA SHEET 22
Survival Heater and Thermal Switch Test Data (Paragraph 3.6.3) (A2)
Test Setup Verified:
Signature
Baseplate Temperature (Til) o9, _,, (-# °C
Open Switch Closed Switch









Pass = P, Fail = F
Part No.:
Serial No.:
13._C6q _11 - /
Test En#neer.
A-54
TEST DATA SHEET 23 (Sheet 3 of 3)
Bias Voltage Verification Test Data (Paragraph 3.6.4) (A2)
AE-26002/6B
10 June 1998
Test Setup Verified: Baseplate Temperature (Ts) -_.._, _ °C
Reference Designation
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COMTI MUOUS CONTI MUOUS
OFF OFF
-14 dB -3 dB
-3 dB -3 dB
OFF OFF
OFF OFF
i dB/ REF @ dB
' I
, I




STOP I@S.000 _00 HHz







































-14 dB -3 dB
-3 dB -3 dB
OFF OFF
OFF OFF
APPENDIX C ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL _L50-80-10SS1 S/N ('_Z?-Ct-GO_;
AEROJET 1331559-3 REV. {/1
PASSBAND RIPPLE (CON'T)
{11f} RECORD PASS/FAIL (0.5 dB MAX)






REF {5A} FOR INSERTION LOSS @ Fc
-10°C
{12} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
0.300 MHz TO 1.0 MHz
_1OO dB
(40.0 dB MIN)
{13a} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
102.0 MHz TO 1000.0 MHz
-57._ dB
(40.0 dB MIN)
{13c} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE - I_._ °C
(-15.0 TO -10.0)
{14} ATTACH REJECTION PERFORMANCE
X-Y PLOT(S) ______( q )
DA
NOTE IF TEST WITNESSED BY AESD: _ot witnessed
this time- DLD
***** END OF FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TEST ****
OUTLINE AND MOUNTING DIMENSIONS VERIFICATION





BETWEEN UPPER MOUNTING HOLES


























Prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
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0.0E18000 MHz 0. 000000 MHz







CONTI MUOUS COMTI HUOUS
OFF OFF
-3 dB -3 dB
-3 dB -3 dB
OFF OFF
OFF OFF










• 300 E.300 MHz
I"I_RF. EF' F'FIRFI,HE , _,-......
I I 1 I
I I I I
I I I 1
l: @ dB
.1.... -I ..... I














OPR: R. HOGGATT DATE Dr/ 18 _
........ ,,=, _ _,,_,nnQ]
MARKER i




1.088088 MHz 50.888888 MHz
OFF 0 dB
5.888000 MHz 1poa_.880808 MHz
OFF -58. 721 dB
5.000000 MHz 120.294518 MHz
OFF -ST. 788 dB
S.000000 MHz 1OOO.000000 MHz
OFF OFF
0.000000 MHz 0.000000 MHz










-3 dB -3 dB






log MRG 10 dB/" REF 0 dB .l.: 0 d B




















CH2 STSRT .300 000 MHz
x
MRRKER PRRRME ......
I ..... I .._............
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APPENDIX C ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL.,J-IL50-80-10SS1 S/N (_ZZC( -OO_,
AEROJET 1331559-3 REV. _-',,,
BANDPASS CHARACTERISTICS MEASUREMENT
PER ATP PARA 4.6
(REF: AE-24687, PARA 4.8.2)
RECORD THE AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATUREAT-Z,5 °C (+19°C TO +29.0=C)
{15} ATTACH PASSBAND PERFORMANCE X-Y PLOT / (_/)
{24} TEST POINT MATRIX
REF FREQ UNIT VALUE REF FREQ UNIT
F1 0.5 MHz -_LO3._dB Fll (*) 60.0 MHz
F2 1.0 MHz -.clt=jSdB F12 (*) 70.0 MHz
F3 5.0 MHz -3|,_ dB F13 80.0 MHz
F4 7.5 MHz - I1. I dB F14 85.0 MHz
F5 10.0 MHz -I._ dB F15 90.0 MHz
F6 15.0 MHz -O,Z_ dB F16 100.0 MHz
F7 20.0 MHz -O,?_ldB F17 200.0 MHz
F8 (*) 30.0 MHz -O,1% dB F18 300.0 MHz
F9 (*) 40.0 MHz -O,ZI dB F19 500.0 MHz
F10 50.0 MHz - O,?-H dB _ F20 1000.0 MHz
TEST PERFORMED BY: _'_ _O_6=, i_-_-- (_ DATE I_ll% I_/(,.
Not witnessed










- tOq.Z d B
- I O6,?--dB




BRIEF TEST DESCRIPTION: THE TESTS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX C PAGE 10 THRU PAGE 13
ARE PERFORMED TO DOCUMENT THE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE UNIT AT THE
CONCLUSION OF ALL ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING. THE TESTS ARE AS FOLLOWS AND IN ANY
SEQUENCE:
a.) VSWR PER ATP PARA 4.5.1.
b.) INSERTION LOSS PER ATP PARA 4.5.2
c.) INSERTION LOSS VS TEMPERATURE PER ATP PARA 4.5.6.
d.) 3.0 dB BANDWIDTH PER ATP PARA 4.5.3.
e.) CENTER FREQUENCY (fc) PER ATP PARA 4.5.7 (PART OF 3.0 dB B/W TEST)
f.) PASSBAND RIPPLE PER ATP PARA 4.5.4 (PART OF INSERTION LOSS TEST).
g.) OUT-OF-BAND REJECTION PER ATP PARA 4.5.5.
Prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
CONTRACT NO. [ Slake I CAGECODE57032












log MRG iB dB/ REF 0 dB 2: -. 1780 dB
30._i00 OEiO MHzl
2 -. 20Si2 d B!
0 MHz:






















M,_RK EF: PFtR_HE .....




























0. 000000 MHz 0. 000000 MHz










-3 dB -3 dB





















Channel 1 Bandpass Filter
IF Filter (S/N: 1331559-6, S/N: P232-006)
APPENDIX E ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL_L72.5-125-10SS1 S/N PT._37__-CJC:)L=,





{7} UPPER 3.0 dB BANDEDGE I q. I I Mhz
(133.0-135.0)
{8} LOWER 30 dB BANDEDGE
{9} 3.0 dB RELATIVE BANDWIDTH
_,(o'7_. MHz _,(=,(b Mhz _._.__MHz
(8.0-10.0) (8.0-10.0) (8.0-10.0)
{10} ADD {7.} AND {8} + 2 =
j'?..5 ,']O MHz
(123.0-127.0)
"] I ,.%C,, MHz
(72.5 NOM)
{10a} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE






-15 .O oc _lq. i oc -, qz.5 oc





{11a} MIN INSERTION LOSS FREQ
-10°C +15°C +40°C
MIN INSERTION LOSS PERFORMANCE - O,1-1
'37.., G3 MHz _(,_ Mhz 31,_,_ MHz
dB - O, I"/dB -0, I] dB
[O,?._q MHz [(.,),t"l Mhz i0, 13 MHz
-O,ql dB - O,Lt"3 dB - O,/4C dB
i0_._cl MHz i O3,q2JVlhz 103,_,MHz
-_.O.q?... dB - 0.43 dB - 0,_5 dB
O.Z_t dB O, Z._ dB O,Z_ dB
{11b} 75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE FREQ
75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE I.L. PERF
{11c} 75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE FREQ
75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE I.L. PERF
{11d} PERFORMANCE DELTA
(I.L. @ {11b}-I.L. @ {11a})
{11e} PERFORMANCE DELTA
(I.L @ {11c}-I.L. @ {11a})
O .'Z.S dS 0"Z-_ dB O.Z% dB
Prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-IO0
CONTRACT NO.
DADEN-ANTIIO:VY ASSOCIA TES INC,
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-10C DATA I I
OpR:R  OGGAT DATEIZI,,I<
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+15C DATA _ I_OPR: R. HOGGATT DATE IZ,il 1,_
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t,18RK ER 1
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_-?::: 75_8E_8 _';Hz 71 S:--69_P.4 hHz
OFF OFF
2:':. _",2.':_-_G6 HHz 8. _B792B HHz
oF F -3 -'--"-"-'•/ _ ,',:, dE,
!!? 375_08 MHz
OF F
] 33. B E;5_"E:E: r'!Hz
--'-' ?,'7."2,--_, A_!
HKR 5TIHULUS OFFSET
RE FE BE.I'.'.CE M._.RKE R










#" _"_ I%IT T t,,ll I,", t II _ i--' cm _,_l"r" T kll I /"_l |1 _"
OFF OFF
-14 d_ -3 d._
-3 dB -3 dB
OFF OFF"
OFF OFF
APPENDIX__ ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FI LTER MODEL HL72.5-125-10SS1 SIN {:_-...3"7-- C,_(.,.,
AEROJET 1331559-6 REV.
PASSBAND RIPPLE (CON'T)
{11f} RECORD PASS/FAIL (0.5 dB MAX)










REF {5A} FOR INSERTION LOSS @ Fc
-10oC +15°C +40°C
{12} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
0.300 MHz TO "t.0 MHz
> I00 dB
(40.0 dB MIN)
{13a} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
153.75 MHz TO 1000.0 MHz
{13c} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE
{14} ATTACH REJECTION PERFORMANCE
X-Y PLOT(S)
TEST PERFORMED BY"_.
NOTE IF TEST WITNESSED BY AESD: GSh






(-15.0 TO -10.0) (12.5 TO 17.5)
• i(v>










OUTLINE AND MOUNTING DIMENSIONS VERIFICATION









MOUNTING HOLE CENTER 0.125 ±.010
BETWEEN UPPER MOUNTING HOLES J 3.250 J
BETWEEN LOWER MOUNTING HOLES I 3.250 I
Prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-IO0
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-10C DATA | |
OPR: R.  0 ATT DATEazhLh 


















8. 888880 MHz _ 1800888 MHz










-3 dB -3 dB
-3 dB -3 dB
OFF OFF
OFF OFF































+ 15C DATA j I
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] 1 ,=_ i
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Ii i ! I
;; _ ] i
i; I 1 !
c, mc, ,6ao .H=i
i 4EEF=II_
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,APPENDIX F ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL,_L72.5-125-10SS1 SIN p7..'37_-C.:_(,,,
AEROJET 1331559-6 REV. r--.-
BANDPAS.S__C HARACTERISTIC$ MEASUREMENT
PER ATP PARA 4.6
(REF: AE-24687, PAPA 4.8.2)
RECORD THE AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE.4?.q,0 °C (+19°C TO +29.0°C)
{15} ATTACH PASSBAND PERFORMANCE X-Y PLOT /(_/)
{24} TEST POINT MATRIX
REF FREQ UNIT VALUE REF FREQ UNIT
F1 0.5 MHz -q%.ldB Fll (*) 80.0 MHz
F2 1.0 MHz - ql.q dB F12 (*) 100.0 MHz
F3 5.0 MHz -:30,ZdB F13 120.0 MHz
F4 7.5 MHz -cr,15dB F14 130.0 MHz
F5 10.0 MHz -O,$qdB F15 135.0 MHz
F6 15.0 MHz -O,-4J3dB F16 140.0 MHz
F7 25.0 MHz -O,?iLdB F17 150.0 MHz
F8 (*) 45.0 MHz -O,i%dB F18 200.0 MHz
F9 ('/ 65.0 MHz -O,Z5 dB F19 500.0 MHz
F10 72.5 MHz -O,_JOdB ___ F20 1000.0 MHz
NOTE IF TEST WITNESSED BY AESD
VALUE
Not witnessed
GSI this time. DLD
-O,%l dB
-O.ql dB
- O, (_,3 dB





•- I00. I dB
- 103.7_ dB




BRIEF TEST DESCRIPTION: THE TESTS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX F PAGE 10 THRU PAGE 13
ARE PERFORMED TO DOCUMENT THE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE UNIT AT THE
CONCLUSION OF ALL ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING. THE TESTS ARE AS FOLLOWS AND IN ANY
SEQUENCE:
a.) VSWR PER ATP PARA 4.5.1.
b.) INSERTION LOSS PER ATP PARA 4.5.2
c.) INSERTION LOSS VS TEMPERATURE PER ATP PARA 4.5.6.
d.) 3.0 dB BANDWIDTH PER ATP PARA 4.5.3.
e.) CEHTER FREQUENCY (fc) PER ATP PARA 4.5.7 (PART OF 3.0 dB B/WTEST)
f.) PASSBAND RIPPLE PER ATP PARA 4.5.4 (PART OF INSERTION LOSS TEST).
g.) OUT-OF-BAND REJECTION PER ATP PARA 4.5.5.
Prepared in acco;aance with MIL-STD-100
CONTRACT NO,
DADEI_4?_'TIIO.'_Y ASSOCIA TES INC
SIZE J CAGE CODE DWG. NO.
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COHTI NUOUS COMTI MUOUS
OFF OFF





Channel 2 Bandpass Filter
IF Filter (S/N: 1331559-3, S/N: P229-008)
APPENDIX C ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL/NL50-80-10SS1 SIN (_ZZ_ - GE)_





{7} UPPER 3.0 dB BANDEDGE












{9} 3.0 dB RELATIVE BANDWIDTH
{10} ADD {7} AND {8} + 2 =
{10a} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE




































MIN INSERTION LOSS PERFORMANCE - O,13 dB
75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE FREQ I I,O_ MHz
75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE I.L. PERF --O_cl dB
75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE FREQ 7 1,05 MHz
75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE I.L. PERF -O,"_Cl dB
PERFORMANCE DELTA 0,7.."?.- dB
(I.L. @ {11b}-I.L. @ {11a})
PERFORMANCE DELTA




















Prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
CONTRACT NO.
DADEN-ANTHONY ASSOCL-1 TES INC
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